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Is bringing before our notice some of the difficulties that
beset the path of the psyclhopatlhic inquiirer, my object is not to
enter generally into the subject of diagnosis and prognosis in
the stndy of rnental diseases, but to draw vouLr attention more
specially to soimie. points on that subject which, I think you will
consider wvith mne, are of some practical importance. I have no
clotibt ail those I have the pleasure of addressing are equally
able with myself to detect the presence of the olrdinary forms
cuf menital disease, as they present their characters to us in
daily practice. The well marked cases of arachnitis, with their
accompanying symptoms of delirium the high exaltation, even
to violeniee anid noise, that marks the attack of acute nmania
the sullen and unniatural depression; the dark suspicion, that

points to the presence of the acute forms of melancholy,-are

all easily to be dletected by the aid of only a small share of that
professional slkill and experience now so generally distributed
aimongst the various memiibers of that noble and intelligent profession to whiichli we belong.
It is not on these general formis of the disease that it will be
necessary for me to dwrell, as we see them with their symptoms
grouped together, in thie ordinary cases of daily practice. My
object is, rather to take one or two of the more prominent signs
of mental disturbance, anid to follow those signs as they are to
be observed in the various forms of mental disease, while I
endeavour to point out those positions in whiich they should be
watched with gravity and vigilance.
Standing pr ominently forwardL amongst a great variety of
cases of more or less imnportance and initerest, is that symptom
which we all recognise by thle termn delirium.
In drawing your attention to so great and cardinal a sign as
that whiclh is comnprehended tinder the general term of deli.
rium, I muist not omit to point out the importance of recognising the various shades and degrees of delirium so frequently
attending not only the more active and acute, but also the more
,chronic an(d less prominent forms of mental disease. Bearing
this in mind, wve are greatly assisted in our power to recognise
the 1 osition of the case; and when we bring to our aid another
sign I shall presently have to dwell upon a little more in detail
-viz., the pulse-w^e are often able to prolnounce with almuost
proh)lletic exactness the ftuture destiny of the case before us.
W5Vle do vell to bear in mind that delirium, wherever it may
occurl, is onily one of in any signs which, when added to others,
make up the particular disease to which our attention may be
directed. It cannot, therefore, constitute a disease of itself.
'Tlhe question, wlhetlher (lelirium and insanity are identical, is
therefore superfluous. No expression can be so vague and unmeaDing as that of acute delirium. We may as consistently
,call inflammation of the pleura by the title of acute pain in the
lchest. 13ut I need not tell you that the duration of a state
cannot determine its essence. If, tlherefore, acute delirium is
a disease, so must chronic deliriumn be. Bitt we do not usually
dignify any one synmptom, lhowever grave, by such a title. I
dwell a little upon this fact, because, if we are not strictly accurate in our nomenclature, our destiny will certainly be to be
drifted furtlher and further from the truth. Writers on insanity, therefore, have not done wisely in asserting " that
chronic deliriurn cannot exist, because chronic delirium is insanity". Chronic delirium does exist; but it cannot of itself,
apart from arny other symptom, constitute insanity. Such a
belief ouily confuses the mind, and interrupts that general and
comprehensive view we ought to take of delirium as a symptom
spread over a wide range of cases, where, both in its acute and
chronic character, it may be seen to mark prominently the features of the case.
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Thus, as a symptom, it marks one of the distinguishing
characters of acute arachnitis. It also forms a prominent
symptomn of acnite mania. But these two diseases are well
marked, and their distinction is not the less clearly pointed otLt
by the peculiarity of the delirium to be observed in each. Thus
it has been stated to be a diagnostic sign of the deliriuLmi of
mania, that the patient can recollect all that has passed during
his attack; wlhile it is well kniiown that, in the delirium of
arachnitis, the patient recollects only in a slight degree a very
few of the circumstances that have occurred in the course of
the delirium. Yet if wve take these two facts with us to the bedside, and try to make use of them there for our gulidance, we
are surprised to findhlow badly they serve us. And the reason
is, that we expect to find eitlher only the one form of delirium
or the other. This, we presume, is clearly to be detected; or,
if not detected, the existenice of the two kinds of delirium in
the same case is not suspected. Our mlistake has been in not
supposing that the two kinds of deliriunm may be present in the
same case. WVe have hitlherto supposed that, in inatural disease,
the symptoms which ini our nosologies are put to define one
particular form of disease, are of a different niature, and are
never found blended with those of anv other form. lut the
trutlh is, that the deliriuim of acute mania and the deliriuim of
acute arachnitis may botlh be present in the same case ; and it is
the blendingr of these symptoms in mental disease that enhances
the difficulty so greatlv, and thus heightens the obscturity of
our diagnosis. If wve could, in every case of mental derangement that comes before us, be satisfied that there was no blending of the symptoms of these t'vo very different kinds of delirium, we might with far less difficulty than we now experience,
pronounce with confidence both the exact nature and the probable issue of the case. But those amnongst us who have larger
opportuniities of observation and deeper experience of the
mingling tendency of somiie of the most clearly marked signs of
disease, knoW that the two kinds of delirium of which I am now
speaking often become blended in the same case, thus produicing doubt and confnsion in the minds of those who are unprepared for sulch difficulties. But, having been prepared for
these combinations, we find that, instead of produciDg confusion, they furnish us with a clearer and more trustworthy

prognosis.

When these more complicated forms of mania present themselves, where the incoherence is deeper and more complete, we
may generally calculate thieir duration with tolerable certainty.
13ut whether the proanosis is favourable or unfavourable, is a
point resting upon quite a different symptom, viz., the character
andl frequency of the pulse.
Now, before I proceed to illustrate these observations by
cases taken from mliy own notebook and brought under my own
eye, I must make a few remarks upon the pulse; for, without
we l)ring thle varied signs of the pulse under close and conistant
notice, wenmust be prepared often to be baffled in our diagnosis
as well as in our prognosis. To pay diligent attention to the
extent and fluctuationis of the pulse, in all active cases of thlis
nature, is truly the way to be provided with the most skilful
method both of anticipating and of averting the fatal issue.
The pulse is always accelerated in acute mania, at some period
in the twenty-four hours more than at others. We may rest
mBuch of our prognosis confidently uipon the pulse in such
cases, if we bear in mnind that the danger is indicated by the
frequency in the return and duration of its acceleration. As
long as there is a distinct subsiding in the frequency of the
pulse, anid which generally occurs soon after the active paroxysm
has passed off, we may lhopefully anticipate a favourable issue;
and not unusually the disease is coinpletely subdued within the
fortnight, if wisely treated.
Rarely do you finid, where there is real danger, the pulse as
in other cases rising and falling with the paroxysm; but, on
the contrary, you have a continiuous and more or less acce.
lerated vascular action; and this rule applies to the puerperal
formn of acute mania, as to the acute mania arising from other
causes.

The late Dr. Gooch detected this character in the pulse of

somze of those affected by puerperal mania. He found "that
there are two forms of puerperal mania-a hinit he had already
got from the manuscript notes of the late Dr. William Hunter.
One of these forms was attended by fever, or at least the most
important part of it, a rapid pulse; the other accompanied bv a
moderate disturbance of the circulation. It was those accompanied by a quick pulse that so frequently proved fatal." I
have found this fact to be strictly correct, anid have seen it
praotically verified. Never to my recollection have I found in
such cases, where the quickness of the pulse was uninter-
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in that now under consideration, althouglh some portions of the
absorbent ganglia have been strictly tuberculous. The general
ol)servations already offered regarding the frequency, etc., of
this form of enlargement, uinder a different plhase, are equally
applicable to that now un(der consideration; wlhile the various
pathological changes wvhiclh are apt to ensue at the different
periods at whichl the affection makes its appearance are, as will
ha presenitly explained, dependent on various circumstances,
botlh constitutional and local.
[To be continued.]
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this case as great as I ever recollect to have experienced in a
case that did not terminate fatally. It varied from 80 to 140,
and it was the power to fall back in the reposirng intervals of
the attack to a frequency little above the natural standard, that
gave a favourable terminationi to the case. We had to baffle
with a symptom that masked the case, and greatly increased its
gravity. Tlhe disease took a course along the back of the
head, in the direction of the cord. There was occasional loss
of the power to raise the arms, or even to keep them up wheil
raised. There was a determined resistance to swallow an+thing, whether solid or liquid; the eye was glistening alndl
staring, so tltat tllere seemedl added to the otlher symptotits
those resemubling hydrophobia. His excessive fright at the
thought of swallowing lasted nearly forty-eight hours. After
complete abstinence for that period, the delirium and confusion being greater, he suddenly called for gingerbeer, which lie
drank with avidity, and without difficulty. From this point, the
symptoms took a favourable turn. All the danaer was comprehended within eight days.
I have named this case here purely to show you that in that
kind of delirium which accom-panies arachnitis the variations in
the frequeincy of the pulse are equally great as in the delirium
of mania, and when those variations can be detected, the prognosis in the one, as in the other, may be alike favourably
formed. I will now relate a case of acute mania where a
similar fluctuation in the pulse was present.
CASE Iii. An officer in the Indian army had been the subject
of occasional fits of delirium tremens, from habits of drinking;
he was inow first attackecl by the delirium of mania. He became excited and violent to the highest degree. This passed
rapidlv into a state of incoherence and apparent unconsciousness, in which he remained more or less absorbed and prostrated for two or three days. In the shorter stages of the
deepest confusion during this time, no food could be got into
the stomach. Occasionally the pulse rose to about 100, and
sometimes hig,her, but it subsided to between 80 and 90, where
it remained till the confusion gradually disappeared. The
faculties were completely restored vithin a fortnight from the
commencement of the attack. When recovered, he told me he
wvas not conscious of anything that had passed in his presence
for several days, nor did he know where he was.
You will observe that here was the unconscious delirium of
arachnitis accompanying a case of acute mania, where, if the
sign is a correct one, the delirium ought to be of the conscious
variety. This case verifies the statement I have made, viz.,
that the delirium accompanying one form of mania will sometimes assume that of another. That statement is also borne
out by the following.
CASE iv was that of a oung lady, aged 27, whose first attackl
was so sudden that it came on in a ball-roonm, being the
effect of a practical joke played upon her by some officers. She
was exactly fourteen days under the excitement of the disease,
the pulse rising and falling with the paroxysms. The delirium
and incoherence here were so comuplete at times that after the
attack was over, she told me that during a great portion of this
period she had no distinct recollection of what had been going
on. One circumstance was very strongly, though falsely, impressed upon her mind. She was able to recollect that on one
occasion, when the attendants were putting her into bed, she
tlhought they were putting her into a fire, and she said she
literally felt the sensation of burning, probably imparted from
the skin coming into contact wvith the cold sheets; so that
here there must have been considerable loss of identity, both
personal and impersonal.
In the last two cases, you will have noticed that the power
to retain the memory of things passing during the attack was
almost lost, wlhile in Case II there lwas decidedly, in spite
of the formidable symptoms, a fairly connected knowledge of
what was going on. And this is a fact to which I would call
attention in passing, as it weakens the assertion that one of the
diagnostic signs of the delirium of mania and of arachnitis, is
that in the one the memory of what passes during the paroxysm
is retained, but not so in the other.
The two following cases of acute mania, one of them being a
case of metastasis, are here giveni, to show how truly the uninterrupted rapidity of pulse pointed to a fatal issue:CASE V. M. H., aged 41, was the wife of a yeoman. She
was very stout. When first attacked, she was noisy, violent,
and incoherent. She had refused food for several days before
I saw her, so that there was considerable exhaustion, with an
invariable and rapid pulse. In spite of the free supply of food
and stimulants, the pulse never lessened in frequency, though

col
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rupted, and accompanied by febrile symptoms, that they proved
otherwise than fatal, whether they occurred after childbed, or
from any other cause. And why is this ? Because the disturbance is no longer an affair simply of the blood-vessels, or of
the blood itself; but that disturbance has involved the structures to which that blood and those vessels have been distributed. Elven in the less deeply incoherent cases of acute
mania, where you get a continued rapidity of the pulse, the
great probability is, that the case will terminate in a few days,
either favouirably or fatally.
TheIe arc few exceptions to this rule, and I will name them
here. I lhave sometimes found in cases of erotomania, when
the pulse has, after many trials, been found to be permanently
quick, ancd even rapid, that this state has seemed to arise fron
the presence of the opposite sex. But I have not been able to
satisfy ny minrd that, when the patient was only in the presence
of females, the pulse has returned to its natural beat. I lave
also found that, in suicidal cases of acute melancholia, the pulse
has continuedl very rapid for many days; and one, on the sixth
day after I lhad observed this symptom, committed suicide.
With few exceptions, the rule I have stated, as npplied to the
pulse, is a soulnd one, and is not likely to mislead. It lholdls
good even in cases of a mixed character, as in those of metastasis and also of conversion. If you get a case of metastasis
where the pulse remains quiet, all the symptoms having been
transferred, say from the lungs to the brain, though the pulse
before the metastasis was so accelerated as to excite alarm, the
probability is, that the mental disease will subside favourably.
I had this fact confirmed in a very remarkable case of metastasis from the abdomen to the brain.
CASE I. Thte person was the wife of a farmer, about 24 years
of aue. Slie was within one month of her confinement, when
she caught cold, and became the subject of the most violent
pain all over the abdomen, probably in the muscular fibres of
the uterus. The pulse was very full, and driving on at a quick
pace. These symptoms continuing, as she was full of health
and of a sanguineous temperament, I recommendecl a pilnt of
blood to be drawn. The pain quickly yielded, but the labour
could not be averted, though it did not take place for two or
three days. The pulse was, however, quick, and much alarm
was caused. All on a sudden, the next day after her confinement, she became the subject of puerperal mania. She was
quite incolherent; the pain left the abdomen; the pulse fell to
about 70, in which state it continued about three weeks, and
never varied when she had recovered her mind.
You canl have no such hope in those cases of metastasis
where the pulse is beating quickly and even rapidly. Here, as
in the unmixed forms, where you get rapidity of pulse, the
patient generally dies. But happily such cases of mania, with
such a conidition of the circulation, are comparatively rare,
though wlhen accompanied by the more unmistakeable symptoms of the disease, it is not difficult to detect the presence of
grave and even fatal symptoms.
But thc great test and perfection of our diagnosis is to be
shown in those cases where the symptoms do not run parallelwhere some are almost entirely obscured, and others are taking
a prominient place. The true form of this disease must take
its chiaracters from that part of the brain that is chiefly involved. It is not to those characters as they are more commonly to be observed that yonr attention needs to be drawn,
but to the irregularity of their development and the obscurity of the symptoms, however unimportant they may
appear to he.
Having (Irawn your attention to the character and range of
the piilse, I am anxious at once to relate one or two cases, to
confirm tlle statements I have made; and first I will mention
a case of arachnitis of the arch extending down the occiput into
the cervical portion of the spinal canal. And, as in the delirium
of acute mania you find the fatal or the favourable termination
resting upon either the permanent or the intermittent frequency of the pulse, so is it in the acute delirium of arachnitis.
CASE II. This fact was clearly brought before me in the case
of a youth, hy occupation a house carpenter, about 20 years of
age. It was a most formidlable case; and, without the knowledge of the] pulse, would lhave drawn forth an unfavourable
prognosis. There was a predisposition to insanity in the family,
the grandfather having destroyed himself. The ordinary symptoms of arachnitis of the arch set in suddenly, with pain over
the crown of the head. There was slight sickness of the
stomach, with retclhing. He was sensible at intervals, and
could answer questions. These intervals were followed by periodical returns of delirium. The range of the pulse was in
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the symptoms were occasionally more hopeful. She sank on has, nevertheless, given both to physiology and to pathology
the seventeentlh day of the attack.
an impulse rarely before experienced, which at one time seemed
CASE VI WaS onie of metastasis. Thouah the mania here was to point, in the expectant minds of some, to a period when
of the acute form, it was not attended with as much incoherence syntheses of many of the most intricate unions and structures
as we often see accompanying the ordinary cases of acute would be accomplished, and we should be able to elaborate and
mania. J. H., a young lady, aged 30, had a highly cultivated repair the injuries done to organic structures. But ouLr efforts,
and extremely sensitive mind, and delicate taste. For some to be successful, must be set in motion at an anterior stage to
months, she had been the subject of pulmonary disease, for this. And perhaps there is no class of maladies which, if we
which she lha(d been advised to take up her residence on the desire success, so arbitrarily requires this condition as the malasouthern side of the Isle of WVight. This step, for some reason dies of the mind. The work of synthesis, we ouglit never to
,or other, was opposed by the brother; and on arguing the point forget, is a divine work, made in secret, and so far placed
witlh himn, in lher feeble state, her feelings were carried beyold beyond our ken that we can neither imitate it nor restore it.
her control, and the interview was followed immediately by The only advance we can malke in that direction is by accurately
symptomsi of mental excitement, allied to the ordinary form of studying the laws which govern its operation, and the morbid
acute mania. She became violent and impetuous, unreason- pilenomena that result when those laws have been infringed.
able, and at tinmes incoherent. This state of things had con- In this way we learn to avoid or to remove those causes which
tinued rather more than forty-eight hours, when I first saw her. have a tendency to alter, to retard, or to break down the syDThey were unable to keep her in bed, tlhough it was unsafe for thetic process. But that process having been altered or broken
her to be in an upright posture. Shle was planning a multitude down, tlhe growtlh or renewal of the natural structure, as a conof schemes, and breaking them up as soon as they were formed sequence, must necessarily be changed, it may be irrevocably.
in her mindl. Every footstep, every object excited her more. When these changes take place on the somatic side, whether it
was with great difficulty that the smnallest quantity of liquid be in the blood or in the tissues proceeding from the blood,
food could be got inito tlle stomach. The pulse was running they must more readily invite the operation of psycblical causes,
on at a very rapid pace, as fast as I was able to count it-about otherwise too insignificant to produce disturbance; and the
140 in the minute. I waited some time for the partial sub- result is a series of morbid phenomena, accurately indicative of
sidence of the paroxysms, and triedl to persuade myself that some corresponding abnormal change.
the pulse, during these slhort intervals, was less frequent. I
Our discernment of the exact position of the case brought
believe that it was; but at no peliod during those intervals did before us is often aided by the recollection that the state of the
it fall below 120. I saw her frequently up to the period of her cerebral tissues and of the blood is not a fixed one, and theredeath, wlich occurred eight days afterwards; and though she fore if the disease has been induced by a trifling exciting cause
had decidecl intervals of improvement in other symptoms, yet it shows the structure of the brain to be less prepared for the
there was no alteration in the pulse below the fluctuation I assault. You see this well illustrated by observing what difhave stated, and she sank exhausted.
fereiit effects the same quantity, or nearly the same, of soma
The suddenness of the assault in this case was an adclitional diffusible stimulant has upon different persons. One will be
cause of obscurity; the excitement of ordinary anger seldom intoxicated by a very little alcohol, another requires a large
leading so directly to the development of the disease. In few quantity, a third is scarcely susceptible of any effect, thouah a
diseases are we so speedily called upon to contend with effects very large quantity be taken. And when the morbid phienomena
of suchi a formidable character, following so closely upon a are produced,how variable are they in their effects. One is
cause apparently so inadequate.
joyous, another riotous, anothermischievous; others are obscene
These are cases of most active interest, and when I touch and dangerous; others are sleepy, stupid, or comatose. It is
them,
you
are
quicklv
reminded
of
their
upon
importance. the close study of these morbid phenomena that forms the
They often go out suddenly, like a lamp abruptly cut short of groundwork of our most valuable and accurate diagnosis. Blood
such cases cross our path, we are struck with
its oil.
conveying to the brain not only a deficient amount of nutrient
the intensity of the functional disturbance, and if we are per- material, but some abnormal substitute for that material, must
mitted to examine the structures after death, we are reminded obviously fail to effect those healthy psychological phenomena
of a practical remarlk of Andral, viz., that the changes here are which can strictly belong only to tissues brought together in
by no means apparently proportionate to that great disturbance normal proportions. The more those proportions deviate from
wehave witnessed. And this confirms a truth stated by Feuch- their healthy standard the more complete is the psychopathy;
tersleben, that all psychopathies have no seat, properly so in other words, the more unable is the brain to recognise truthcalled, but are the result of two factors, one taken fromn the fully the objects and pbenomena of the outer world. Au unzdue
somatic, the other from the psychical causes. These are some preponderance in the blood of any one of those elements, even
of the difficulties weha-ve constantly to contend with in psycho. that go to form the basis of the healthy tissues, produces an
pathic medicine in forming our diagnosis, andnone are greater undue development of the structures those constituents supply.
than those arising out of the suddenness and the violence of We know, from chemical analysis, that the phosphorus of the
psychical causes, such as anger and fright. The action they brain is largely increased during the acute stages of mania. In
set up is sometimes so instantaneous that we are tempted to other more advanced stages of insanity, as in moria or demersdoubt whether the cerebral structures can have anything to do tia, the actual weight of the brain may be increased. And this
with it. WVe suppose there is no time for this. Yet serous
in the instrument of the mind, often accompanies
effusion or transposition of the blood-constituents do not turn a more general atrophy of the body. We are able to trace the
always byelock-work. And that opinion is premature which rapid succession of exalted ideas, in the delirium ofmaniia, to
denies, in so sudden an assault, the power to effect changes in the presence of those substances in excess which form, in their
the blood, and even in the tissues, which might as strictly be normal proportions, a large part of the chemical constituents of
regarded as the finishing stroke of other causes, the effects of the brain. It is in the rapid succession of ideas wenotice in
which, though concealed from the eye of the morbid anatomist, some of the acute forms of mania, that we must allhave been
might have taken years to mature on the somatic side. Surely able, at times, to detect a gradual increase of incoherence, till
if there isailv tneanin, in predisposing causes, they must have all power of recognition, and even consciousness, seems to be
their roots fastenied on the somatic side with very varied degrees lost. Those who suppose that, because that incoherence and
of strengtlh. And in this case it is hardly to be doubted, that unconsciousness is more complete in the acute casestlhan it is
though the first announcement of the disease was so tragic, the in some of the chronic and intermittent forms of the disease,
preparation for the explosionhladbeen a more tardy process. it does not exist at all in these last, are probablynot aware
Thus the closer wve watclh our cases, and compare the vascular of the fact, that a temporary abolition of the understanding,
and somatic disturbances by which they are accompanied, the -,,ufficient to destroyhealthy mental gestation, takes place ia
more certainly shall we be assured that these degrees of de- both kinds of mania; and they are still less prepared to recoglirium, whetlier in its complete or its incomplete form, and these nise the presence of delirium, or its near relative, in many
marked changes in the character and frequency of the pulse, chronic diseases of the mind.
are closely and accurately dependent upon somatic changes
It is to such cases that I would, before closing these remarks,
going on at different parts of the organisation. The profound desire to draw your attention, as they constitute a large pro.
of
organic
chemistry
has
hitherto
permitted
to
subject
portion of the cases that come before us; and, not having the
advance but a short distance in that direction. The path has well-marked signs of the more acute forms, they often elude
been strewed with obstacles of no ordinary clharacter, which our grasp, and bring our judgment into danger. Many of
have largely tended to oppose or retard the labours of the them challenge our most careful and systematic attention.
animal chemist.
Observe now how the signs of the disease are altered. What
A clearer insight into the higher laws of organised matter is the delirium now? It has been changed from that of inco602
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sion, or perhaps vexation, in the mind of the person affected.
IHe proceeds to carry out his plans; but he has not duly
pondered over them, and cannot discover that tlley are beyond
him. All this may be done without noise or even so much
exaltation as may be noticed in a person made joyous and
merry from the effect of wine. He is not suspected till he
begins to displav more or less disregard to the value of money.
And now it becomes extremely difficult to detect the unsoundness of the case, so clearly as to justify the detention of the
person. There may be no more outward evidence of the unconnectect state of mind that has resulted from this chronic form of
delirium, than you would notice in many whom you meet and converse with in ordinary life. It would be therefore impossible to pronounce the mindl to be unsound, merely from such conversation.
All the excitement of manner, and untiring conversation upon
countless subjects begun but not finished,may have passed away,
and the presernce of some carefully expressed delusion, witlh
rather less deference for the rules of society, may be the only
thing you can lay hold of. In such cases, the history is most
valuable, and affords the best opportunity of estimating, the real
dinmensions of the case. But in the chronic intermittent forms
of mania, in males, where the ordinary latitude is less limited
than in females, it is most puzzling sometimes to say whether
the patient should be restrained ; and there are multitudes of
such cases, that can pass through the entire paroxysm, spread
over a period of one or two months, who manage to navigate
their case so cleverly as not only to escape detection by the
physician, but to have excited no actual belief of the presence
of the disease in the mind of those amongst whom they live.
MIany such cases come into the asylum just at the close of the
paroxysm, when they have expended all their excitement, and
perlhaps all their money, before admissioni. The passive restraint and quiet now produce a speedy recovery, and they go
out, and remain well for two or three years. Some of these
cases are, when abroad, often marked by and brought under the
influence of alcohol. They drinlk themselves almost insensible,
then they rest a few days, and return to the same habit, doing
nothing. If in business, they give no directions, and they let
everytlhing go to ruin. These are not drunkards, properly so
called, the inebriation being the effect, not the cause, of the
mental excitement.
Many lives have been lost by the unrestrained and incoherent
acts of such cases. And the circumstance of their being so
often mixed up with stimulants is one to put you on your
guard, in pronouncing on such cases, to be armned with the
previous history if possible.
The delirium of drunkenness is often mixed up with cases of
chronic mania; and it is worth while to observe how far all
those cases that present such a marked periodical character,
may not be cases of this kind, where the excitement produces
first the incautious taking of the spirit, till at last it cannot be
resisted. In these cases, the effects of the alcohol linger more
than in ordinary drunkenness. When you can be satisfied that
chronic mania of a periodical character is the cause, it is the
greatest kindness to incarcerate them for a few weeks or months,
as the state of the case dictates; and, whein they return to the
ordilnary duties of life, you will have the gratification of seeing
the correctness of your diagnosis confirmed, and the patient
taking his proper place in society. I need not say there is a
great distinction between these cases and those of delirium
tremenis. Though you may not find it advisable to incarcerate
the ordinary case of delirium tremens, knowing also that as
soon as such a case is set free it will lapse into a similar state,
you will find the cases I am speaking of, where spirit has been
taken as the effect of periodical or intermittent mania, these
persons will, under judicious confinement, not oinly recover
their mind, but their life has probably been saved.
There are, in all society in which we mix, constantly to be
found cases in different stages of that form of mania which
assumes a periodical character. Sometimes it is called inter.
mittent. Here the mania seldom reaclhes the height of the
ordinary form of acute mania. Though in other characters it
may very properly be termed acute, yet the exaltation, seldom
advancing so far as to produce actual incoherence, is of a less

prominent or attractive kind; and therefore the disease is apt
to be mistaken. A lady 75 years of age, of noble family, sits
often by my side at dinner. Her faculties are so good, and her
education has been so comprehensive, that she can talk upon
any subject with credit and moderation. She is most amiable
and gentle. Wlhy, thierefore, is she placed under any restraint?
Because she is under the influence of one of those forms of
periodical subacute mania that are of so common occurrence,
but which are also so frequently allowed to pass unrecognised.
In this case, the attributes of the mind, that part of the mind
that conducts its various moving powers, is involved-the judgment, the will, the attention, the muemory, cannot talke cognisance of the increased number of ideas that are rapidly passing
through the mind; and all this disorder is going on in the
patient, without its producing a higher degree of excitement
than we often observe in many who are in possession of a sound
mind. The weakness, and indeed the unsoundness of these
cases, is to be detected more in the will and the judgment, as
these attributes are applied to the sentiments and feelings.
They make false estimates of things, particularly of their value
or their virtue, and they act upon the supposed reality of their
conjecture. As soon as this kind of attack subsides, the judgment and the will recover their former power, and the patient
can be at large with safety. But great mischief to society arises
from the fact of so maniy refusing to certify that suclh cases
are fit to be taken care of, simply because there is no actual
incoherence or even palpable confusion in conversation; or
because there is no violence or excitement.
Vast suims of money are expended by such persons, and few
have any idea of the aggregate of misery thus entailed upon
their relatives and friends. The best way to discover the
existence of the disease in these cases, is to get the patient
upon subjects to wlhich the mind (whether the intellect or the
feelings) has naturally been most directed, and here it is sure
to exhibit some morbid signs if attentively watched.
I hope I have not been too tedious in my remarks upon a
subject I have thought would be likely to enlarge our sphere of
usefulness, and to add, in however small a degree, yet something to the common stock of professional knowledge.
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GALL-STONES VOIDED THROUGH THE ABDOMINAL PARIETES.
By JOSEPH HINTON, Esq., Hinton, Bath.
[Read Jutly 12tlt, 1860.J
THE passage of gall-stones, by other outlets than tllat which
may be termed the natural canal, lhas at various times been
noticed. The accompanying brief outline will add another to
the list.
Sarah Allen, aged 67, a pauper, came under my notice for
the first time in February of the present year, at which time
mere dyspeptic sylmiptoms were complained of. These yielded
readily to appropriate treatment.
In the early part of March, she was represented as being
very much worse, and then I gleaned the following history.
She had always been a very healthy hard working woman,
never having laid by except during her confinements: these,
however, had been difficult, occasionally requiring instruments.
I could not trace any attack simulating gall-stones. She was
now partially insensible; the head hot; the skin dry; there was
also slight cedema of the legs. I found the bowels sluggish; the
urine was scanty, rather high coloured and sooty, and it proved
highly albuminous. Free purgation, antimonial salines, dry
cupping to the loins, coupled with blisters to the nape of the
neck and neighbouring parts, relieved her considerably. The
urine recovered its natural appearance, rand the albumen disappeared; but, as the head-symptoms left her, she had a sharp
attack of peritonitis, the abdomen being for several days remarkably tense and tender on pressure. Mercury and opium
were freely administered with great benefit; when, towards the
end of March, and during, as it seemed, her convalescence, the
glands around the jaw and down the sides of the neck became
frightfully enlarged, and of almost stony hardness. In a few
days they suppurated, opening in numbers of places, and discharging thin unhealthy pus. The general powers now began
to fail. The tongue was dry: the pulse ouick and feeble.
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herence to a rapid succession of imperfectly-formed ideas. It
is a movement in the same direction, precisely the same in character, but a less rapid and unrestrained one. We see a man
using, very creditably, some of the faculties of his mind; his
excited or hurried manner is overlooked or charitably disposed
of in a glass or two of wine. But in these chlronic and intermittent forims of miania, the ideas are so rapidly formed that
they cannot all be submitted to the judgment, and before one
is completed, another steps in, to produce nothing but confu-
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